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Abstract
Standard ab initio and density functional calculations are carried out to determine the structure, stability, and
reactivity of B12N12 clusters with hydrogen doping. To lend additional support, conceptual DFT-based
reactivity descriptors and the associated electronic structure principles are also used. Related cage aromaticity
of this B12N12 and nH2@B12N12 are analyzed through the nucleus independent chemical shift values.
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H
ydrogen as a unique medium for storage and
transportation of energy has already become an
area worthy of fundamental research. An inces-
sant upsurge in the world population in the last few
decades has made a great impact on the different global
biomes. A splendid growth in world economy followed by
a revolution in architectural ecstasy has undeniably elated
the human race, but, regrettably at the cost of ruthless
deforestation and consequential global warming that had
a heavy toll on our surrounding eco-system. An incessant
deforestation with vigorous loss of greenery accompanied
by an excessive usage of the fossil fuels has resulted in an
environmental imbalance as well as a probable energy
crisis that may badly affect us in the future. The possible
measures to combat this grave energy shortage have been
motivating the scientific minds to propose alternative
measures. In this perspective the use of hydrogen as an
energy source is equally appealing and demanding.
Hydrogen as a fuel is quite advantageous in the sense
that it can be easily produced from some common
renewable energy sources like hydroelectric, solar, wind,
or geothermal with water as the raw material. For
releasing the energy, hydrogen may be burnt off to
produce water as a harmless byproduct. So hydrogen,
unlike the fuel sources, may be conceived as a cleaner and
environment-friendly energy reserve (1, 2) and may be
used rigorously before the oil reserves are totally de-
pleted. But the lack of appropriate materials for the
physical storage of hydrogen in large gravimetric and
volumetric densities is the major reason behind its very
limited usage in practice. However, several materials like
AlN nanostructures (3), transition-metal doped BN
systems (4), alkali-metal doped benzenoid (5), and full-
erene clusters (6), bare as well as light metal and
transition-metal coated boron buckyballs, B80 (7), and
magnesium clusters (8) have been exercised experimen-
tally and theoretically as capable storage material for
hydrogen. Again, owing to the considerable ability of
MgH2 as a hydrogen-storage material, Mg-clusters doped
with H2 molecule have been theoretically investigated and
found to be weakly stable or metastable depending on the
cluster size (9). Giri et al. (10) have recently demonstrated
that small to medium metal clusters involving the
trigonal, cationic Li3
 and Na3
 rings, and the neutral
Mgn and Can [n810] cages, analogous to the meta-
stable hydrogen-stacked Mgn clusters (9) can be executed
for trapping hydrogen effectively in both atomic and
molecular forms.
The endohedral (11, 12) as well as exohedral (13)
trapping of hydrogen within a BN buckyball reveals that
hydrogen dominantly retains its molecular nature in the
former case while for the latter mode, the hydrogens are
linked in their atomic form with each of the B and N
centers. In this article we have made a conceptual density
functional theory (DFT) (1416) based treatment toward
conceiving the potential use of a B12N12 cage-cluster as
an effective storage material for trapping hydrogen in its
molecular form. Conceptual DFT (1416) in conjunction
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(page number not for citation purpose)with its various global reactivity descriptors like electro-
negativity (17, 18) (x), hardness (19, 20) (h), and
electrophilicity (21, 22) (v) along with the associated
electronic structure principles have been quite effective in
providing a meaningful rationale toward describing the
stability and associated structural changes of the cage-
like B12N12 cluster upon gradual binding with molecular
hydrogen. An assessment of the stability of the H2-bound
B12N12 cage cluster in terms of an aromaticity criterion
offers important insights into the possible use of the
B12N12 cage as an effective hydrogen storage material.
The cage aromaticity of the bare as well as hydrogen
bound B12N12 cluster has been evaluated from the
nucleus independent chemical shift (23) (NICS) values
at the cage-center computed by exploiting the procedure
of Schleyer et al. (23).
1. Theoretical background
The stable state of a molecular species as well as its
reactivity during chemical response can be well under-
stood from a careful scrutiny of the behavior of some
conceptual density functional theory (CDFT) based
global reactivity descriptors like electronegativity (17,
18) (x), hardness (19, 20) (h), and electrophilicity (21, 22)
(v). Chemical hardness (19, 20) (h) and electrophilicity
(21, 22) (v) do provide useful information that correlates
the thermodynamic stability and reactivity of molecular
systems. The overall molecular behavior during chemical
reactions finds further justification from a scrutiny of the
well-established electronic structure principles like the
Principles of Maximum Hardness (24, 25) (PMH),
Minimum Polarizability (26) (PMP), and Minimum
Electrophilicity (27) (PME). The conceptual DFT-based
global reactivity descriptors in association with the
important electronic structure principles mentioned
above seem to be quite significant in analyzing the
increasing stability of the B12N12 cage with gradual
doping of molecular hydrogen. In an N-electron system,



























with n(r) and m as the external and chemical potentials,
respectively.
Using finite difference method, electronegativity, and





where IP and EA are the ionization potential and electron
affinity, respectively.
If EHOMO and ELUMO are the energies of the highest
occupied and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals







The optimization of the molecular geometries of the
different nH2@B12N12 (n112) systems are carried out
at the B3LYP/6-311G(d) level of theory using the
GAUSSIAN 03 program (28) suite. The convergence cri-
terion for all the cage-complexes is fulfilled with the
attainment of a stationary point. This implies that the
optimized cage-complexes do exist at minima positions
on the potential energy surface (PES). Single-point
calculations of these structures, optimized at the B3LYP
level, are further done at the MP2 level of theory using
the same basis set. The energies of the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) for all the clusters are
computed from the corresponding MP2 single-point
calculations. The ionization potential (IP) and electron
affinity (EA) of the H2-trapped clusters are evaluated
using Koopmans’ approximation (29). Different concep-
tual DFT-based reactivity descriptors are calculated
using the standard protocol. The cage aromaticity of
the various nH2@B12N12 (n112) clusters are assessed
from the corresponding nucleus independent chemical
shift (NICS) values computed using Schleyer’s technique
(23). To explain the stability of the doped clusters and
spontaneity of these H2 trapping reactions on B12N12 we
calculate the following energy parameters:
Interaction energy (IE)  EnH2(BN)12[E(BN)2nH2];
nno: of molecular H2; (6)














nno: of H atoms: (8)
3. Results and discussion
Total energy (ETot, au) and conceptual DFT-based global
reactivity descriptors like electronegativity (x, eV), hard-
ness (h, eV), and electrophilicity (v, eV) of the bare as
well as several H2-bound B12N12 cage-complexes are
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philicity (Dv), interaction energy per hydrogen molecule
(EIE/H2), gain in energy (EGE), and the dissociative
chemisorption energy (ECE) values computed for some
plausible reactions depicting the gradual trapping (calcu-
lations are performed by increasing the number of H2
molecules being trapped) of H2 onto the B12N12 cage are
provided in Table S2 (Appendix). Different energy
components suggest that the H2-encapsulated clusters
are stable but not very stable so that both adsorption and
desorption become favorable as is required for B12N12 to
be a good storage material. The adsorption is somewhere in
between physisorption and chemisorption. The optimized
molecular geometries of the B12N12 cage and some of its
dominant H2-bound analogous are depicted in Fig. 1.
A cumulative plot of the variation of the allied global
descriptors and the associated energy parameters as a
function of cluster growth (upon gradual H2-binding) for
the corresponding nH2-trapped B12N12 complexes are
shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 describes the variation of the
aromaticity criterion of the bare and nH2 bound B12N12
clusters computed in terms of their NICS(0) values. An
intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) profile for a model
reaction describing the binding of a single H2 molecule
with a BN moiety is depicted in Fig. 4. Analyzing the
relative activation barriers, it may be assumed that the
adsorption is faster than the desorption but the rate of
the latter is not very low as required. The important
frontier molecular orbitals (HOMO and LUMO) of
B12N12 clusters and some of its representative
nH2@B12N12 cage-complexes are portrayed in Fig. 5.
A careful scrutiny of Table S1 reveals that the electro-
negativity of the different nH2 bound B12N12 clusters
shows on an average a falling trend that further presumes
a reluctance of the above cluster assemblies toward
accepting further electrons. This opinion regarding an
increment in the molecular stability with gradual cluster
growth (upon H2-binding) is well substantiated from the
respective trends of the hardness (h) and electrophilicity
(v) values vis-a `-vis the PMH and the PME. While the
chemical hardnesses of the various nH2-trapped B12N12
analogues show mostly an increasing trend with an
increase in the cluster size, the electrophilicities of the
respective cluster moieties reveal an equivalent mode of
decline in most cases. Table S2 makes an attempt in
analyzing the tendency of the B12N12 cage toward
gradual hydrogen storage through a moderate correlation
between the reaction electrophilicity (Dv) and other
associated energy parameters for a set of plausible H2-
trapping reactions. The reaction electrophilicity (Dv) and
interaction energy per hydrogen molecule (EIE/H2) for all
the trapping reactions are negative and in that way
proving their stability toward the resultant nH2-bound
B12N12 cage-complexes as dictated by the PME. An
analysis of the related free energy changes might have
been more useful in this case. The gain in energy (EGE)
and the dissociative chemisorption energies (ECE) of the
aforesaid reactions are on the other hand positive as
anticipated. The EGE values exhibit an unusual trend but
nonetheless increases with gradual hydrogen storage
8H2@ B12N12 9H2@ B12N12 11H2@ B12N12
B12N12
8H2  9H2 11H2
Fig. 1. Optimized geometries (B3LYP/6-311G(d)) of B12N12 and some representative nH2@B12N12 structures.
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B12N12 clusters in comparison to the bare (BN)12
analogues. The variation of the various global reactivity
descriptors and the associated energy parameters de-
picted pictorially in Fig. 2 explicitly clarifies the mole-
cular stability and non-spontaneity toward chemical
reactivity of the nH2-trapped B12N12 clusters from the
perspective of conceptual DFT and reaction energetics,
respectively. The molecular hardness (h) of the B12N12
cage shows a more or less steady increase upon hydrogen
loading onto the same. Such an increment in the h profile
is anticipated by an analogous decreasing trend of the
corresponding global electrophilicity (v). An analysis of
the inverse profiles of hardness and electrophilicity for
the nH2-trapped B12N12 clusters as monitored from Fig.
2 further indicates co-existence of the respective crests
and troughs that unequivocally assigns a hard (higher h)
species to have a low reactivity (lesser v) and vice versa.
An apparent oddeven oscillation in the v profile of
nH2@B12N12 is discernible for certain n values. Fig. 2
also demonstrates a gradual fall off in the total energies
of the nH2-trapped B12N12 clusters upon increasing
hydrogen storage, a trend quite familiar with cluster
growth. The EIE/H2 and EGE plots for the plausible
trapping reactions of molecular hydrogen with the
B12N12 cage in spite of showing a quite favorable trend
eventually lends stability to the nH2-trapped B12N12 cage
complex. A plot of the NICS(0) values at the cage centers
of the various nH2-trapped B12N12 clusters as a function
of increasing cluster size delineated in Fig. 3 invokes the
presence of aromaticity in all the aforesaid molecular
motifs. But yet another peculiar behavior of the NICS(0)
profiles analogous to that of the trends shown by the EIE/
H2 and EGE demands further elucidation of facts to settle
the stability criteria of the nH2-trapped B12N12 clusters
and to demand a facile usage of the B12N12 cage as a
hydrogen storage medium in the future. Although the
EIE/H2 and EGE profiles and the NICS(0) plot in Figs. 2
and 3, respectively, show an unexpected trend, a deeper
insight into their dramatic behavior depicts some beauti-
ful correlations that undeniably provokes to build a
strong basis toward molecular stability. The EGE values
are supposed to dictate the stability criterion of a
particular species upon comparing with its nearest
neighbors. Based on this perspective, the EGE profile
illustrated in Fig. 2 depicts a trough and, hence, a local
minimum at the positions assigned to B12N12@3H2,
B12N12@6H2, and B12N12@9H2. These moieties are
thus less stable in comparison to their nearest neighbors.
The h profile approximately shows a distinct lowering in
these regions while the corresponding trends of v creates
Fig. 2. Plots of all the quantities in Table S1 for different
nH2@B12N12 systems.
Fig. 3. Plot of cage aromaticity for B12N12 and different
nH2@B12N12 systems.
Fig. 4. Energy proﬁle for H2 absorption on single BN
molecule along the intrinsic reaction coordinate.
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these hydrogen bound B12N12 clusters is well corrobo-
rated from the NICS(0) profile in Fig. 3, which shows
distinct peaks in these points occupied by B12N12@3H2,
B12N12@6H2, and B12N12@9H2 clusters. The visible local
minima positions in the NICS(0) profile occupied by
B12N12@4H2,B 12N12@8H2, and B12N12@10H2 clusters
state that the former species are supposed to be stable
owing to their highly aromatic nature. But the stability of
the hydrogen bound B12N12 clusters as assigned in terms
of an increasingly negative NICS(0) value cannot be
successfully justified either from the corresponding EGE
curves or from that of the h and v profiles. The
aromaticity criterion, although proved to be widely
popular and extremely relevant toward assigning stability
to molecular clusters, might not be a sole decisive factor
as already reported earlier (30). An IRC profile for the
interaction of a single H2 molecule with a BN system as
depicted in Fig. 4 shows the entire reaction path
visualizing the gradual approach of the molecular
hydrogen toward the BN moiety that eventually passes
through a transition state (with NIMAG1) to form a
stable adduct species. The intrinsic reaction profile also
portrays that the molecular hydrogen is essentially bound
to the more electronegative N-center of the BN system.
This fact is also clearly visible from the optimized
structures of the corresponding nH2-trapped B12N12
clusters in Fig. 1, which also depicts the involvement
of the N-centers of the B12N12 cage toward trapping
hydrogen. A considerable electronegativity difference
between the N and B atoms might account for the
preference of the N-centers over the B-centers as plausible
attacking sites by molecular hydrogen. The important
frontier molecular orbitals (FMOs) of the bare as well as
nH2-trapped B12N12 clusters show conspicuous electron
delocalization in the cage moiety. Qualitative features of
the FMOs do not change much on H2-loading. Further
work is in progress.
4. Conclusion
The possibility of using a B12N12 cage as a hydrogen
storage material is analyzed in the light of conceptual
DFT-based global reactivity descriptors, associated
molecular electronic structure principles, and aromaticity.
The variation of the different global reactivity descriptors
as a function of gradual hydrogen loading onto the
B12N12 cage complies with the deserving trends of the
basic electronic structure principles that afford substan-
tial stability upon cluster growth. A study of the different
energy parameters governing a chemical reaction suggests
that the gradual H2-binding onto the B12N12 cage is
spontaneous and energetically favorable. The stability of
the nH2-trapped B12N12 clusters is further substantiated
from the presence of aromaticity in the B12N12 cage
moiety. However, the aromaticity criterion is not sup-
posed to be the sole determinant toward justifying
molecular stability that, in fact, has been effectively
considered through a subtle interplay between the
fundamental conceptual DFT-based reactivity descrip-
tors and the associated energy parameters that in turn
affect chemical reactivity. Rates of adsorption and
desorption of H2 to and from BN also suggest a favorable
kinetic behavior for this molecule to behave as a useful
hydrogen storage medium.
B12N12 (HOMO)                        B12N12(LUMO) 
6H2@B12N12 2@B12N12 2@B12N12 (HOMO)  6H (LUMO) 12H (HOMO) 12H2@B12N12 (LUMO) 
Fig. 5. Important frontier molecular orbital (HOMO and LUMO) pictures of B12N12 and some representative nH2@B12N12
systems.
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hardness (h, eV), electrophilicity (v, eV) of different
nH2@B12N12 systems
Systems ETot (au) x (eV) h (eV) v (eV)
H2 1.14588 5.817 20.845 0.812
B12N12 953.70670 5.174 12.233 1.094
H2@B12N12 954.85330 5.169 12.256 1.090
2H2@B12N12 956.00000 5.158 12.292 1.082
3H2@B12N12 957.14670 5.163 12.305 1.083
4H2@B12N12 958.29350 5.140 12.365 1.068
5H2@B12N12 959.44010 5.149 12.366 1.072
6H2@B12N12 960.58680 5.124 12.436 1.055
7H2@B12N12 961.73350 5.111 12.482 1.046
8H2@B12N12 962.88020 5.090 12.528 1.034
9H2@B12N12 964.02680 5.111 12.516 1.044
10H2@B12N12 965.17350 5.100 12.556 1.036
11H2@B12N12 966.32040 5.054 12.688 1.007
12H2@B12N12 967.46720 4.981 12.869 0.964
Appendix
Table S2. The reaction electrophilicity (Dv, eV), interaction
energy/molecule (EIE/H2, eV), gain in energy (EGE, eV) and
chemisorption energy (ECE, eV) computed for the binding of
molecular hydrogen onto the B12N12 cage cluster
Systems Dv(eV) EIE/H
2(eV) EGE(eV) ECE(eV)
B12N12H2H2@B12N12 0.816 0.499 0.502 0.499
B12N122H22H2@B12N12 0.819 0.508 0.515 0.508
B12N123H23H2@B12N12 0.811 0.510 0.515 0.510
B12N124H24H2@B12N12 0.827 0.513 0.521 0.513
B12N125H25H2@B12N12 0.808 0.510 0.496 0.510
B12N126H26H2@B12N12 0.828 0.506 0.483 0.506
B12N127H27H2@B12N12 0.821 0.510 0.533 0.510
B12N128H28H2@B12N12 0.824 0.509 0.502 0.509
B12N129H29H2@B12N12 0.802 0.505 0.477 0.505
B12N1210H210H2@B12N12 0.820 0.504 0.502 0.504
B12N1211H211H2@B12N12 0.841 0.514 0.615 0.514
B12N1212H212H2@B12N12 0.854 0.519 0.577 0.519
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